SecurityMetrics Mobile helps you find vulnerabilities, secure devices, and protect your data on mobile devices. Mobile security is vital to protect your business and customer's data.

SIMPLE MOBILE DEVICE SECURITY SCANNING
As worldwide mobile device usage increases, so do mobile device threats. Threats like app repackaging, mobile malware, malicious URLs, and smishing affect thousands of mobile device users daily. SecurityMetrics Mobile is a mobile defense app that identifies and reports mobile device vulnerabilities to secure mobile transactions.

GET CONVENIENCE AND SECURITY
Tablets and smartphones are built for convenience, not security. As criminals discover new ways to steal mobile data, Android and iOS users can now avoid threats that originate from:

- Non-market apps
- OS vulnerabilities
- Wi-Fi network connectivity
- Data entry
- Personal and business use
- Unwarranted app privileges
- Data and device storage
- Account data access
- Bluetooth connectivity
- Peripherals
- Near-Field communication (NFC)

CLEAR THREAT REPORTING
Once a scan completes, an immediate summary report is provided. The report assigns a total risk score, summarizes discovered vulnerabilities, and provides recommendations on how to resolve threats.
CENTRALIZED REPORTING
Centralized reporting through SecurityMetrics online compliance console helps merchants easily manage and track the security of all their devices. Merchants can view overview results, or detailed per device summaries to learn where gaps in their mobile security reside.

ENSURE MOBILE PROCESSING BEST PRACTICES ARE IN PLACE
The Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC) developed mobile payment acceptance security guidelines to prevent mobile data theft. SecurityMetrics Mobile was built using PCI SSC guidelines as its foundation, this allows you to have confidence your devices comply with industry best practices.

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTS
Organizations that need to manage multiple users of SecurityMetrics Mobile have access to the Merchant Compliance Console where program success can be tracked. The console allows users to track who initiates scans, how often scans are run, and the results of the scans.

TRAINED AND EXPERIENCED SUPPORT
Available 24/7, SecurityMetrics Technical Support helps users understand the purpose behind a mobile security program and instructs how to remediate discovered vulnerabilities.

ABOUT SECURITYMETRICS
SecurityMetrics is a global leader in merchant data security and compliance for all business sizes and merchant levels, and has helped secure over 1 million payments systems. SecurityMetrics helps organizations secure their network infrastructure, data communication, other information assets and/or manage PCI DSS compliance. As an Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV), Qualified Security Assessor (QSA), Payment Application Qualified Security Assessor (PA-QSA), Point-to-Point Encryption auditor, Penetration Tester, and Payment Card Industry Forensic Investigator (PFI), SecurityMetrics has the knowledge and tools available to help businesses achieve lasting security and validate accurate PCI compliance.